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Preface 
This conference (and its associated proceedings) is auspicious in two 

regards—first, it marks the tenth anniversary of the first CSCL conference held at 
Indiana University in 1995 and, second, it represents the first CSCL conference to be 
held in the Asia/Pacific region.  The latter is, of course, important because of the 
opportunity it affords for expanding both the CSCL community itself and the base of 
ideas upon which it operates.  The former is even more important, however, because 
it provides an occasion for reflection on how the field has changed in the intervening 
decade and where it needs to move in the one to come. 

The collection of papers comprising this volume is impressive!  They range 
from theoretical proposals to meta-analytic reviews to methodologically diverse 
empirical pieces.  They draw upon a variety of disciplines including communication 
studies, computer science, education, psychology, and sociology.  Among the 
authors are many leaders of their respective fields, and as a group they represent all 
regions of the world in which relevant research is being conducted.  In total, 252 
papers were submitted for this conference, of which exactly 100 were accepted for 
presentation at the meeting and publication in this volume. Papers were accepted in 
two publication formats: full or short. Of the 166 full paper submissions, 31% were 
accepted in that category. Many papers received nominations for either the Best Paper 
award or the Best Student Paper award. Those papers receiving two or more 
nominations are marked with BPN (Best Paper Nomination) or BSPN (Best Student 
Paper Nomination) in the Table of Contents. 

Two years of hard work went into planning this conference.  Space does not 
allow us to individually credit all the people who contributed in one way or another to 
this elaborate undertaking.  We would, however, like to extend our heartfelt 
appreciation to the members of the steering committee and the staff at our respective 
universities for their assistance, and especially to Ben Chang of National Central 
University, who contributed tremendously to all aspects of the planning of the 
conference and the compilation of this volume. 

Also deserving of special commendation are the many colleagues who 
reviewed proposals for this conference.  Our approach to paper selection was the 
most ambitious of all CSCL conferences convened to date. Recognizing the growing 
and international community we serve, an effort was made to treat the reviewing 
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the concept of representations produced in the context of 
collaborative design. More specifically, on the interplay between collaborative creation of 
sketches (design proposals), and argumentation and negotiation processes taking place in the 
design activity. The question raised in this paper is how sketches produced during a design 
session reflect and mediate dialogues and argumentation in the design activity and how the 
sketches feed into an envisioned use context or vice versa. The concepts of action context- 
and target context representations are introduced and used to illustrate shifts of focus during 
a design session. We have studied a group of students working on a design task in an 
interactive space for two weeks. The purpose of the study was to investigate how an 
environment meant to support collaborative work and learning support collaborative and 
creative learning of interaction design. The results indicate that students attending a course on 
interaction design did not pay enough attention to target representations. Furthermore the 
results suggest that “action context representations” to a large extent occupy student activities 
as a result of either complex technology or as a result of the students thrust to do something 
instrumental. We suggest that pedagogical programs for collaborative learning of design may 
relieve some of the mapping, or interplay, of design proposals and the target context 
representation.  

Keywords: Design, Communication, Interactive Spaces, Learning, Representation 
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Abstract. Multidisciplinary teams are often employed to solve complex problems, 
but research has shown that using such teams does not guarantee arriving at good 
solutions. Good team-solutions require team members possessing a good degree 
of common ground. In this contribution an ICT-tool based upon making 
individual perspectives explicit to other team members is studied. Two versions of 
the tool that differed in the extent to which users were coerced to adhere to 
embedded support principles were used, in both a laboratory and a secondary 
professional education setting. Coercion, as expected, increased negotiation of 
common ground in both settings. However, results were contradictory with regard 
the amount of common ground achieved. Overall, it can be concluded that NTool 
and its underlying framework affect negotiation of common ground, and that 
adding some coercion increases this effect. However, one should be careful with 
the specific task and audience before implementing NTool. 

 
Keywords: Negotiation of meaning, common ground, ICT-tools, knowledge 
construction, coercion 
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Abstract. CSCL is seen as a socio-technical process which has to be carefully 
planned by both students and teachers. These processes can be presented as 
graphical models which serve as maps to guide the students through their 
collaboration. In an experimental field study, the participatory development of 
these models was compared to a condition without models. The data shows the 
advantages of graphical models for the students’ planning coordination. Most of 
the five hypotheses are confirmed in this study. These findings show just how 
important a technical concept is which helps to integrate the developed models as 
a means of coordination and navigation into CSCL-systems.  

 
Keywords: Coordination, graphical process models, maps, representational 
guidance 
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Abstract. One-on-one educational computing refers to 1 student 1 computing 
device, which means every student in a group uses a digital learning device. In 
this paper, we present a model of student question generation called AGQ, which 
stands for “asking a good question,” supported by one-on-one educational 
computing in the classroom settings. AGQ is designed for engaging students in a 
challenging learning activity that potentially involves higher-level cognitive 
processing operations. We shall describe the general design of AGQ, called 
Product Evolution, and that the current version is a variation of it. 

 
Keywords: One-on-one educational computing, peer question generation, 
question posing 
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Effective Discussions, Social Talks and Learning  
－A Paradox on Learning in Discussion Forums 
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Abstract. It is generally accepted that social talks have nothing to do with on-task 
discussion, or even that they are to be discouraged in the interests of effective 
learning.  However, from a community-building perspective, social interaction is 
key to the sustainability of a learning community. An apparent paradox seems to 
exist in that, while social interaction is critical for community cohesion, social 
postings do not contribute to effective discussion. The authors argue that previous 
research using postings as the unit of analysis has failed to discover the context in 
which effective learning took place. Using threads as the unit of analysis, this 
study is able to explore empirically the relationship between effective discussion 
and social talks in CSCL environment. Based on an analysis of 321 longer threads 
(consisting of 10490 postings) in which the structure of the threads, the 
components of the threads, and the order of different categories of postings in 
some of these threads were defined, this study reveals that genuine effective 
discussions and social talks cannot be viewed in isolation nor does there exist a 
wall between them.  The roles of social talks in CSCL are rediscovered and 
discussed. 
 
Keywords: social talks, “off-task” interaction, effective discussions, thread 
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Abstract. This paper describes and discusses the design rationales of a system 
called My-Pet-Our-Pet that intends to realize an approach to using simulated 
animal companions to encourage students to help each other learn. A class of 
students is divided into several teams. Every student keeps her own individual 
animal companion, called My-Pet. An important component of animal companion 
is the student model of its master that supports self-reflection in different 
perspectives. Also, every team has a team animal companion, called Our-Pet, 
being kept by all the members of the team collaboratively. Our-Pet has a 
collective student model composed by all the student models of the team 
members. The design of Our-Pet help set a team goal through participating a 
competition game among Our-Pets of different teams, support collective 
reflections among team members, and shed light for the team how to help each 
other. We are currently conducting an experimental trail of the system in an 
elementary school where every student in the class has a Tablet PC. 

 
Keywords: Learning companion, team animal companion, student model, active 
student model, open student model 
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Abstract. The era of 1:1 educational computing environment where each student 
has one mobile computing device is not far away. When such technology 
designed for individuals is applied to group learning, several student grouping 
problems could be encountered. In this paper, three issues are identified to 
illustrate the vision of the 1:2 educational computing environments. In a 1:2 
classroom, besides the mobile devices, students also have their own computing 
desks, i.e. MatrixDesks, to solve the potential student grouping problems. By 
putting MatrixDesks together, a small group can form a shared working space 
with the combined desktops immediately and they can use their own digital pens 
as the input devices to work on and talk over it. Meanwhile, the students use their 
mobile devices to handle the related individual tasks. MatrixDesks is a 
coordination of applying the mobile computing and invisible computing to 
collaborative learning, which will lead to the accomplishment of 1:2 educational 
computing environments. 

 
Keywords: student grouping, interactive computing desks, ubiquitous computing, 
invisible computing, 1:1 educational computing, 1:2 educational computing 
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Abstract. Online problem-based learning (PBL) environments afford many 
opportunities to engage in collaborative knowledge construction. Activity theory 
is a suitable framework to study such environments and the processes learners go 
through when using these environments. Two complementary perspectives are 
blended in this paper in an attempt to create a comprehensive picture of learning 
using an online PBL system. One perspective is the detailed analysis of tool use 
and discourse students and facilitator engage in. The second perspective is 
facilitator reflections about the evolution of the group's collaborative practices 
and norms.   
 
Keywords: Problem-based learning, online learning, collaboration  
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Abstract. Learning by teaching has been extensively studied in education and 
psychology research. However, there has been relatively less effort in this 
research avenue in CSCL research. Computer supported learning by teaching, as a 
genus of CSCL activities, is expected to draw more attention in the future. In this 
pilot study, we propose a model of computer supported learning by teaching that 
involves peer tutors in preparing their instruction notes and teaching their peer 
tutees verbally. Collaborative learning is incorporated in our pedagogical design. 
As an initial investigation and for future improvement of our design, we 
conducted two experimental trials in a graduate-level course. This paper discusses 
the design of this model and reports our findings from the experimental trials. 

 
Keywords: computer supported learning by teaching, computer supported peer 
tutoring, peer teaching, reciprocal peer tutoring, learning by teaching 
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Abstract. This paper argues that for understanding motivation in collaborative 
inquiry-based learning settings, there is an urgent need to develop new 
instruments that can capture the impact of the changes from the learning of well-
defined content to open-ended inquiry and from individual learning to group-
based learning on learning motivation. It reports on the development of such an 
instrument, the Collaborative Inquiry-based Project Questionnaire (CIPQ). 
Confirmatory factor analysis of the CIPQ data on six independent groups (n=269, 
235, 173, 192, 300 and 254) of students who participated computer-supported 
collaborative learning (CSCL) projects has consistently yielded a five-factor 
model of motivation (Project Work, Social Learning, Task, Reinforcement and 
Social Pressure factors). The validity of CIPQ was indicated by the empirical 
relationship found between the five factor scores and independent measures of the 
levels of project engagement of the students.  

 
Keywords: Motivation, collaborative inquiry-based project work, scale 
development 
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Abstract. Several researchers have shown that student participation in 
discourse paralleling that of scientific communities is critical to successful 
science education. This study focuses on supporting scientific argumentation in 
the classroom through a personally-seeded online discussion system. Students 
use an online interface to build principles to describe data they have collected. 
These principles become the seed comments for the online discussions. The 
software sorts students into discussion groups with students who have built 
different principles so that each discussion group can consider and critique 
multiple perspectives. We outline a methodology for (a) coding the individual 
comments in terms of epistemic operation, grounds, and content normativity 
and (b) parsing and assessing overall argumentation structure of the 
oppositional episodes. This study therefore contributes to the research 
literature both in terms of scaffolding and assessing student argumentation in 
online asynchronous forums. 

 
Keywords: Education, Conversation Analysis, Argumentation, Discussions, 
Secondary School 
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Abstract. One possible way to support social awareness in virtual collaborative 
environments is to provide member portraits. Based on the SIDE-Model (Social 
Identity Model of Deindividuation Effect) it is argued that these portraits can have 
ambivalent effects for people who act according to the mode of personal identity 
and for people who act according to the mode of social identity. An experiment 
providing an information-exchange dilemma task confirmed these expectations.  
 
Keywords: Group-awareness tools; information-exchange dilemma; 
participation; member portraits; anonymity; SIDE-Model 
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Abstract. A procedure is described for mobilizing ICT resources in order to 
implement collaborative tutorial conversations with large undergraduate classes.  
The method allows intense, intimate and regular face-to-face conversations the 
consequences of which are used as grounding for traditional lecture presentations.  
Data from focus group discussion, system logs, and measures of student 
contribution indicate the intervention ran smoothly, was popular, economical and 
effective. 

 
Keywords: University, tutorial conversation, interact ional practices 
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Abstract. Distance learning environments provide a rich opportunity for 
collaborative knowledge building, particularly through peer-to-peer dialogue. 
Much of the discussion in distance learning environments occurs in asynchronous 
forums, and it is content analysis of these discussions that constitutes the majority 
of research in online learning. However few studies in this area provide enough 
information about the context to know what works and what doesn’t. Most 
studies do not go beyond downloading and analyzing the transcripts after the 
course is completed. Studies also lack a solid epistemological stance, attempting 
to capture evidence of individual learning of knowledge rather than examining 
the process of group learning through knowledge construction. An ongoing lack 
of attention to a coherent theoretical foundation, examining transcripts without 
attending to their situated contexts, and relying primarily on reductionist content 
analysis methods, will continue to limit our understanding of the potentiality and 
actuality of online collaborative learning environments. In this paper we explore 
how Stahl’s social theory of CSCL can be applied to formal online learning 
environments to address these limitations.   
 
Keywords: Online discourse, collaborative knowledge building, discourse 
analysis methods 
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Abstract. We propose a model for Internet learning grounded in a theoretical 
analysis of transfer and embodied within a general tool called STELLAR (Socio-
Technical Environment for Learning and Learning-Activity Research). STELLAR 
supports creation and management of online courses that systematically integrate 
collaborative design with study of text and video. The objective of STELLAR is 
to help learners develop “meshed” cognitive representations that support transfer 
of course knowledge to professional practice. Using STELLAR, we created 
experimental online courses in the learning sciences for pre-service teachers. Our 
research produced substantial evidence supporting our approach and a body of 
empirically tested online materials and collaborative activities for teacher 
education. 

 
Keywords: Teacher education, transfer, online learning, instructional design, 
problem-based learning, design-based learning, video cases 
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Abstract. The research community, in order to support learning as well as 
collaboration, has designed systems, which, distinctive from common web-based 
ones (simply enabling collaborative activities), constitute new cognitive and 
meta-cognitive tools. The paper proceeds with a categorization of the main tools 
and functions that characterise collaborative learning systems (designed for 
primary/ secondary/ higher/ education) in order to discuss the current trade-offs. It 
proposes a design framework for collaborative learning systems that are addressed 
to primary & secondary education. This framework is derived from considerations 
of cognitive psychology, science education, and CSCL community research 
results. The paper concludes by presenting the main themes of the actual research 
agenda, which is intended to help design systems that can be integrated into 
primary and secondary education contexts. 
 
Keywords: Collaborative learning systems, primary / secondary education, 
trade-offs, framework  
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Abstract. Process analyses are becoming more and more standard in research on computer-
supported collaborative learning. This paper presents the rational as well as results of an 
evaluation of a tool called TagHelper, designed for streamlining the process of multi-
dimensional analysis of the collaborative learning process. In comparison with a hand-coded 
corpus coded with a 7 dimensional coding scheme, TagHelper is able to achieve an 
acceptable level of agreement (Cohen's Kappa of .7 or more) along 6 out of 7 of the 
dimensions when we commit only to the portion of the corpus where the predictor has the 
highest certainty. In 5 of those cases, the percentage of the corpus where the predictor is 
confident enough to commit a code is at least 88% of the corpus. Consequences for theory-
building with respect to automatic corpus analysis are formulated. Potential applications as a 
support tool for process analyses, as real-time support for facilitators of on-line discussions, 
and for the development of more adaptive instructional support for computer-supported 
collaboration are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Corpus analysis, automatic text processing techniques, argumentation 
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Abstract. The premise of this work is that, like language, the meanings of written 
representations are contextual and their affordances are appropriated in 
sometimes-unexpected ways. This situation presents a dilemma for designers of 
collaborative learning technologies: there is a need for representational and 
interactional tools that guide and support learning through cognitive and social 
activities, but predefined mappings between interface elements and functionalities 
may be too rigid. The study reported in this paper attempts to address this 
dilemma by identifying the strategies that people communicating via flexible 
written representations use to manage their interaction, and how they appropriate 
the affordances of media to carry out these strategies. We analyzed how people 
appropriated paper-based tools for collaboration under conditions approximating 
online interaction. Regularities were observed in the use of limited but 
polymorphic repertoires for communication and expression of attitude, functional 
and coordinative use of space, the presence of simultaneous threads, and 
strategies for interruption and context setting. The results suggest a new 
generation of collaborative technologies that include support for multi-faceted and 
parallel interactions, lightweight tools for expressing attitude, context 
representations, and scaffolding for automatically detecting and supporting 
emerging conventions. 

 
Keywords: Descriptive Studies, Video Analysis, Interactional Practices, 
Representational Affordances, Shared Workspaces 
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Abstract. This paper deals with collaborative knowledge construction in 
videoconferencing. The main topic for investigation is how to predict individual 
learning outcomes, and in particular the degree to which an individual’s prior 
knowledge and collaborative knowledge construction can influence individual 
learning outcomes. In this context, the influence of prior knowledge and two 
measures of instructional support, a collaboration script and a content scheme, 
were analyzed with respect to collaborative knowledge construction. An empirical 
study was conducted using 159 university students. Students worked 
collaboratively in groups of three within a case-based videoconferencing learning 
environment and were supported by instructional support measures. Results 
indicated that collaborative knowledge construction had a greater impact on 
individual learning outcomes than an individual’s prior knowledge. 

 
Keywords: prior knowledge, factual knowledge, applicable knowledge, 
cooperative/collaborative learning, teaching/learning strategies, 
videoconferencing, collaboration script, content scheme, collaborative knowledge 
construction, shared application 
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Abstract. This paper describes a project designed to provide children with a context-
inclusive approach to collecting scientific data. The term context-inclusive refers to 
the collection of data which records the process of scientific data collection itself. 
We outline the design process carried out within two partner schools with the aim of 
engaging children in taking part in, and reflecting upon, the scientific process 
involved in collecting and analysing scientific data. We provided children with the 
ability to share and compare their data with children at their own and other schools. 
Our context-inclusive approach involved the design of tailored sensors and a bespoke 
interface displaying video data synchronised with environmental pollution data. 
Through evaluation of the data collection, analysis and sharing sessions, we describe 
how the context-inclusive approach impacts on children’s understanding of the 
scientific process. We focus on children’s discussion and reflection around 
understanding the constraints of measuring. We argue that the collection and 
presentation of contextual data engenders reflection on constraints, and may enable 
improved understanding of that process.  
 
Keywords. Context, collaboration, eLearning, children, evaluation, sensors, 
pollution, visualisation 
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Abstract. In an education environment, a forum provides a valuable tool that can 
be used to foster reflection and a deeper analysis of subjects being discussed. 
However, as an asynchronous communication tool, participation can occur at any 
time, demanding a constant attention of the teacher to satisfactorily mediate the 
group and the discussion. In addition, a reasonable number of messages can be 
posted in a short period of time, making it hard to follow up and coordinate the 
discussion. This paper proposes an approach based on statistical and visual 
analysis of messages characteristics to alert the teacher about potential problems.  

 
Keywords: Forum, Coordination, Message Inspection, Collaboration 
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Abstract. Argumentative activity has been found beneficial for knowledge building 
and evaluation of information in some conditions. Many CSCL theorists have 
suggested that graphical representations may help in this endeavor. In the present 
study we examine effects of a graphical representation of synchronous discussions. 54 
Grade 7 students from 2 classes participated. The study tested the effects of: (a) the 
use of shapes representing some argumentative functions in discussions and the use of 
arrows representing support/challenge between utterances; (b) the use of floor control 
to monitor turn taking during discussion. It appears that the combination of use of 
shapes and arrows and of the control over turn taking invites students to express more 
relevant claims and arguments, and less chat expressions.  
 
Keywords: Argumentation, Knowledge Building, (a)synchronous e-discussions 
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Abstract. This paper presents a web-based adaptive communication tool, called 
ACT. ACT supports and guides the learners’ communication/collaboration by 
implementing the structured dialogue either through sentence openers or 
communication acts. The scaffolding sentence templates are adapted according to 
the cognitive skills addressed by the learning activity, the model of collaboration 
followed and the educational tool used. The learners have the possibility to 
personalize the communication/ collaboration process by enriching the provided 
set of the scaffolding sentence templates with the desired ones and to monitor 
their debate in a visual graphical representation form through the Dialogue Tree. 
The first empirical results are encouraging regarding the predetermined set of the 
scaffolding sentence templates and their proper use, the adaptation framework 
supported, the provided facilities and the coherence of the dialogue. 

 
Keywords: Communication, structured dialogue, sentence openers, 
communication acts, scaffolding sentence templates, adaptation, Dialogue Tree 
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Abstract. This paper investigates in the effects of using electronic communication 
forms in web-based environments. Following the idea of triangulation, we used 
qualitative methods, statistical analysis and Social Network Analyses to explore 
the patterns of communication within one selected case of a mixed 
presence/web-based university course. The results show that while an isolated 
perspective does not suffice to explain the complex processes, taking more 
perspectives into account in a combined and integrated way provides a better 
understanding of technology enabled communication and interaction. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the evolution of the eSTEP system.  The 
eSTEP system is an integrated online learning environment for teacher education 
that provides videocases of classroom practice, an online learning sciences 
hypertext, and a collaborative problem-based learning environment.  The central 
tool in the problem-based learning environment is the group whiteboard.  In face-
to-face PBL activities, a whiteboard serves to focus negotiation and represent 
current understanding. Seeking to offer the same functionality online, we adapted 
the structure and functionality of a basic whiteboard to easily allow students to 
exchange and develop ideas online, and effectively represent current 
understanding. This tool serves as the focus of negotiation in face-to-face PBL but 
required considerable adaptation to serve this function in an online environment.  
This paper describes the refinement of the whiteboard and the concomitant 
refinement of our theory of how students learn through meshing the conceptual 
ideas of the learning sciences with perceptual information from the problems of 
practice. 

 
Keywords: problem-based learning, scaffolding, design principles 
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Abstract. This paper discusses the character of the CSCL research community. 
While members of the community often feel they have authoritative perceptions 
of the nature of the community, these perceptions often differ. This paper is an 
attempt to look empirically at the CSCL community as constituted by leadership 
in the CSCL conferences. Data are included about who, historically, has published 
in the CSCL conferences and how those people are distributed across academic 
disciplines and regions of the world. In addition, the relationship between CSCL 
and the learning sciences is explored.  

 
Keywords: Citation analysis, bibliometrics, sociology of science, computer-
supported collaborative learning, learning sciences, communities of practice. 
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Abstract. Communication through artefacts, in the sense of objects (co-
)constructed by learners, is a well known mechanism in synchronous shared 
workspace environments. In this article, we explore the potential of extending this 
principle to heterogeneous, anonymous and asynchronous learner communities by 
drawing on existing work, e.g. in the areas of “social navigation” and 
recommender systems. A new ingredient is the description and provision of 
“thematic objects” embedded in a task/activity context. Design principles and 
available technologies are discussed and an example implementation in a 
European project is presented from the perspective of technology design and 
development. 

 
Keywords: Artefact-centred community support, social navigation, content-
awareness 
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Abstract. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) implementations, in 
particular among teachers, have not lived up to public expectations. This study 
examines some reasons for this and outlines a conceptual and methodological 
framework for characterizing the engagement of experienced and novice teachers 
in informal network-based professional learning communities. I postulate 
sustainability to positively correlate with what I term "CMC engagement." This 
study addresses three key research questions: (1) What properties constitute CMC 
engagement in professional learning e-communities? (2) Why do some CMC 
groups sustain themselves, whereas others do not? (3) How might the 
communicative structures of network-based CMC enhance or constrain the 
development of their e-communities, and in turn, pertain to CMC engagement? I 
argue that both the dialogicality of utterances (Bakhtin, 1986) and the use of texts 
as “thinking device[s]" for generating new meanings (Lotman, 1990; Wertsch, 
1991) are essential for engaging practitioners' professional life. Using both 
qualitative and quantitative methods, longitudinal discursive data from public 
teacher email lists are subject to microgenetic, discourse, and ethnographic 
analyses, resulting in a novel taxonomy of e-communities and a characterization 
of CMC engagement. The findings provide a new formulation for sustainable 
learning in CMC-based professional teaching and learning environments, in both 
informal and formal settings. 
 

 
Keywords: Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), Engagement, Teacher 
Learning, Informal Professional Communities 
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Abstract. This paper reviews the issues of authenticity in learning and 
educational technologies. Instead of undermining the authenticity of schools or 
communities of learners (CoLs), we acknowledge schools as having equally 
legitimate authenticities compared with communities of practice (CoPs). Founded 
on such an argument, we propose the role of scaffolding learners from CoLs and 
CoPs. A critical review of approaches to authenticity forms a major part of this 
paper, and a recommendation of a framework to scaffold learners from CoLs to 
CoPs with augmentation supports is recommended. We argue that such a process 
leads to innovation. We recommend an agenda for the field of CSCL to consider. 

 
Keywords: Authenticity, Communities of Learners, Communities of Practice, 
Scaffolding, Augmentation 
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Abstract. Successful teacher education links methodological theory and teaching 
practice. Research further indicates that student teachers’ development of 
pedagogical content knowledge can be fostered if they are supported in reflecting 
on teaching experiences individually and cooperatively. Time and place 
independent pre- and in-service teacher training is gaining importance. Due to 
long distances between individual student teachers and the limited amount of time 
for reflection during face-to-face sessions, analysis and reflection processes 
cannot be realized in blended learning arrangements with the same means 
available in traditional face-to-face teacher education. The project “v-share” 
therefore develops the methodological concept and technical support for video-
based analysis and reflection on teaching experiences in (virtual) groups. The 
internet-based tool allows student teachers in blended learning arrangements to 
share videos of their own and their fellow student teachers’ teaching lessons and 
to select sequences for joint online analysis, annotation and reflection. 

 
Keywords: video-analysis and -annotation, teacher training, blended learning, 
reflective teaching 
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Abstract. This paper reviews some foundational issues that affect the progress of 
CSCL. In particular we examine the terms technology, affordance and 
infrastructure and propose a relational approach to their use in CSCL. Following a 
consideration of networks, space and trust we propose an indirect approach to 
design in CSCL. The paper is based on the outcomes of two European networks, 
E-QUEL a network on e-quality in e-learning and Kaleidoscope, a European 
Union Framework 6 Network of Excellence and the ‘Conditions of productive 
learning in networked learning environments’ project in particular. This paper 
does not aim to be comprehensive or summative rather it provides a view of 
current issues and perspectives from a European point of view. 

 
Keywords: CSCL, networked learning, ethics , affordance, design 
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Abstract. Peer-evaluation is a powerful method for fostering learning in a variety 
of contexts. Yet challenges of application in contexts involving personal values 
received little attention. This study used a design-based research approach to 
explore such challenges in an undergraduate educational-philosophy course. The 
study was organized in three design-and-implementation iterations of a peer 
evaluation activity. Discrepancies between student and instructor scores were 
explained by bias due to non-objective student personal stands. Refinements to 
the design, based on emerging design principles a) assisted students to better 
differentiate between objective criteria and personal opinions, b) increased 
learning gains, and c) decreased tensions between different cultural groups. 

 
Keywords: Online peer-evaluation, Design, Undergraduate Education, 
Educational Philosophy 
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Abstract. Viewed through the lens of complex systems science, one may conceptualize 
problem-solving interactions among multiple actors, artifacts, tools, and environmental 
structures as goal-seeking adaptations, and problem-solving itself, as a complex adaptive 
activity. Theories of biological evolution point to an analogical equivalence between problem 
solving and evolutionary processes and, thus, introduce innovative methodological tools to 
the analysis of computer-supported, collaborative, problem-solving processes. In this paper, 
we present a methodological framework for characterizing and analyzing these processes. We 
describe four measures that characterize genetic evolution - number, function, fitness, and 
persistence - to characterize the process of collaborative problem solving, and instantiate 
them in a study of problem-solving interactions of collaborative groups in an online, 
synchronous environment. Issues relating to reliability, validity, usefulness, and limitations of 
the proposed methodology are discussed.  
 
Keywords: Problem solving, complex adaptive activity, convergence, fitness, 
persistence 
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Abstract. Ten years of international CSCL conferences give proper reason to 
reflect on the development of the CSCL community. Based on an analysis of 
conference proceedings, lists of participants and lists of program committee 
members, this paper provides insights about the development of the CSCL 
community in its first decade. A focus is set on the continuity of active and 
passive membership, the geographical distribution and the international 
connectivity of the community. 
Contrary to our expectations, only a relatively small number of people participate 
continuously in the community. Concerning the geographical distribution we 
found that the community is increasingly international in conference participation, 
authors, and program committees. The international connectivity of the 
community is also increasing which can be seen in a growing number of citations 
and co-authorships across different countries. These results can serve as a basis 
for further cultivation of the CSCL community. 

 
Keywords: CSCL community, community analysis, citation analysis, social 
network analysis. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze a natural experiment regarding 
anonymity options and participation in a large, successful online 
community of practice (CoP) for U.S. soldiers. We study the impacts of 
changes of anonymity options on comment quality for productive 
discussion and professionalism. Four levels of personal attribution or 
anonymity of comments are significantly correlated with comment quality 
under some, but not all, circumstances. Eliminating anonymity options 
produced significantly fewer antisocial comments and fewer comments 
overall, although it did not affect overall peripheral participation as 
measured by logins and page views. Online identity or reputation appears 
to be more of a factor than external culpability in shaping user behaviors. 
Attitudes of participants and the evolution of norms over time are 
presented, and implications for the design of online learning communities 
are discussed. 

 
Keywords: Community of practice, anonymity, norms, flaming, 
facilitation, moderation,  participation, online discussion, asynchronous 
discussion 
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Abstract. This paper describes a study focused on the longitudinal application of a 
cognitive tool by observing a pair of learners’ interaction with it over a semester. 
This study intended to develop a deeper understanding of the process whereby 
learners become more capable of engaging in scientific inquiry with the tool in 
order to advance technology-enhanced, inquiry-based approaches to instruction. In 
an effort to understand how learners move toward coherent knowledge structure, 
eccentricity of planet’s orbit emerged as one of the main themes. The findings are 
discussed focused on how the pair used, understood, and elaborated the concept of 
eccentricity. 

 
Keywords: Distributed cognition, expertise, cognitive tool, inquiry-based learning, 
modeling 
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Abstract. In this paper we critically review and analyze previous research on 
collaborative concept mapping in both face-to-face and networked environments. 
Although research has shown the positive effects of collaborative concept 
mapping on learning in face-to-face learning environments, there is a dearth of 
research which specifically focuses on the potential value of adopting 
collaborative concept mapping in online learning environments. Newly developed 
concept mapping software which operates via the Internet makes it possible for 
distance learners to implement concept mapping as a learning tool for co-
constructing knowledge. Using our analysis of current research we provide some 
directions for future research in the use of concept mapping for online learning. 

 
Keywords: concept mapping, collaborative learning, computer-mediated 
learning, literature review, assessment 
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Abstract. Wireless handheld technologies can be used to move technology into 
the classroom framework rather than to move classrooms into the technology 
framework. To make such technologies effective, we support activities and 
teaching practices crucial to children’s creativity and competence. However, 
because of the small screen size and distributed nature of some of the activities, it 
can be hard for teachers to engage in formative assessment, that is, finding out 
what students know and can do. The current work reports an idea about how to 
solve this problem and the first assays of this idea in the classroom. We try to 
enable what we call weak guidance during collaborative activities, by 
implementing a system feature called “Look.” 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe an experimental research study, investigating 
the impact of varying communication media on the quality of learning. Our study 
investigates remote instruction using an object assembly task. The between-
subjects independent-measures study compared instruction via audio only, with 
instruction via a remote gesturing system. Measures included assembly speed and 
assembly accuracy and were recorded during instruction and post-instruction at 
10min and 24hr intervals. Perceived Instructor presence and other interpersonal 
variables were assessed via questionnaire. Results showed that remote gesturing 
during instruction led to significantly faster self-assembly 24hrs post instruction (t 
(13) =1.73, p≤ 0.05). Whilst the use of gesture reportedly reduces communicative 
rapport, we conclude that gesture-based remote instruction improves the overall 
efficiency of remote collaboration. 

 
Keywords: expert, novice, remote gesturing, remote instruction, collaborative 
physical tasks 
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Abstract. This research investigates the potential of Augmented Reality (AR) 
technologies, specifically handheld computers, to create an emotionally 
compelling, rich context for collaborative learning. Building on work in 
collaborative learning, we sought to design games requiring positive 
interdependence, promotive interaction, individual accountability, interpersonal 
and small group skills, and group processing.  While the collaboration within 
groups was strong and successful in the first generation AR games, the 
collaboration between groups was limited or non-existent. Several new game play 
elements added to a new engine created a more dynamic game play experience. 
These features included time dependence, cascading events and distinct player 
roles.  In subsequent iterations of AR games, we have found these new features to 
be effective at fostering collaboration, which in turn scaffolds a more authentic 
investigation process 
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Abstract. Through an iterative design process involving museum educators, 
learning scientists and technologists, and drawing upon our previous experiences 
in handheld game design and a growing body of knowledge on learning through 
gaming, we designed an interactive mystery game called Mystery at the Museum 
(the High Tech Whodunnit), which was designed for synchronous play of groups 
of parents and children over a two to three hour period. The primary design goals 
were to engage visitors more deeply in the museum, engage visitors more broadly 
across museum exhibits, and encourage collaboration between visitors. The 
feedback from the participants suggested that the combination of depth and 
breadth was engaging and effective in encouraging them to think about the 
museum’s exhibits. The roles that were an integral part of the game turned out to 
be extremely effective in engaging pairs of participants with one another. 
Feedback from parents was quite positive in terms of how they felt it engaged 
them and their children.  These results suggest that further explorations of 
technology-based museum experiences of this type are wholly appropriate.   

 
Keywords: Handhelds, games, simulations, role play, PDA, museum, wireless 
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Abstract. Although constructivism has been prevailed across schools in Japan, 
what they call constructivism is a “shallow” one (Scardamalia, & Bereiter, 2002).  
In collaboration with teachers at a laboratory school, we have been conducting 
design studies on a lesson for knowledge building from the perspective of “deep” 
constructivism.  For embodying such a new lesson, a CSCL technology called 
Knowledge Forum® has been introduced.  Through the progressive refinement of 
lesson plans, we have been involved in creating pedagogical design principles 
(Linn, Davis, & Bell (Eds.), 2004) by referring to the metaprinciples on 
knowledge building (Scardamalia, 2002).  In this report, we describe our 
refinement process of a fifth-grade lesson on genetically modified foods through 
two years, and discuss how the pedagogical design principles can be transformed 
into design elements. 

 
Keywords: knowledge building, design principles, design studies, the period for 
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Abstract. Collaboration scripts can help learners to engage in argumentation and knowledge 
acquisition. However, they might have differential effects for learners holding differently 
structured knowledge (internal scripts) on argumentation. We investigated how external 
scripts interact with learners’ internal scripts concerning collaborative argumentation. 98 
students from two secondary schools participated. Two versions of an external collaboration 
script (high vs. low structured) supporting argumentation were embedded within a web-based 
collaborative inquiry curriculum. Students’ internal scripts were classified as either high or 
low structured, establishing a 2x2-factorial design. Results suggest that the high structured 
external script supported all learners, regardless of their internal scripts, concerning the 
acquisition of domain-general knowledge. Learners’ internal scripts influenced the 
acquisition of domain-specific knowledge. Results from two case studies reveal differences in 
argumentation processes attributable to the learners' internal scripts. Results are discussed in 
terms of their theoretical relevance and practical implications for learning with collaboration 
scripts.  
 
Keywords: Collaboration scripts, internal scripts, inquiry learning, science education, 
learning environments. 
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to design a scenario for collaborative 
learning using a handheld or mobile device to aid the comprehension of new 
procedural knowledge. A cognitive tool (CT) – the graphical partitioning model 
(GPM) – that aids the development of the procedural knowledge needed to add 
fractions with unlike denominators was established from the results of a series of 
experimental studies. This paper discusses the redesign of the CT for use in 
handheld or mobile devices. The key to mediating the generation of procedural 
knowledge of the addition of fractions with unlike denominators is the process of 
searching for common denominators in the GPM. A scenario for collaborative 
learning is depicted, and the distribution of the cognitive load of learners across 
the GPM and their collaborative learning partners is elaborated. Three essential 
structures that promote collaborative work are discussed, namely, task structure, 
incentive structure, and group motivation. 
 
Keywords: cognitive tool, collaborative learning, common fraction, 
handheld/mobile devices. 
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Abstract. We describe a collaborative computer-based activity as a means of 
developing argumentive discourse skills in middle-school students. The rationale 
for use of this technology is that it heightens the opportunity, and indeed demand, 
for metacognitive reflection on the communication, relative to direct verbal 
exchange.  This demand is further heightened procedurally in two ways: (a) each 
dialog takes place among four participants, two who collaborate in producing and 
transmitting one side of the dialog and two who collaborate in producing and 
transmitting the other; subsequently, the respective pairs engage in analysis of a 
written transcript of it, with the aim of identifying how it might be improved. 
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a session management system for setting up 
various collaborative classroom scenarios. The approach is addressing the 
additional workload of administrating classroom networks on the teacher, which 
is an important aspect for teachers' willingness to implement technology enhanced 
learning in schools. The system facilitates preparation of classroom scenarios and 
the adhoc installation of networked collaborative sessions. We provided a 
graphical interface, which is usable for administration, monitoring, and for 
specification of a wide variety of different classroom situations with group work. 
The resulting graphical specifications are well suited to be re-used in the more 
formal learning design format IMS/LD; this is achieved by a automatable 
transformation of the scenarios to LD documents. 
 
Keywords: Collaborative classroom scenarios, lightweight classroom 
orchestration, learning design, shared workspaces 
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Abstract. This paper reports an investigation of how students’ literacy improved 
through on-line discourse. Two English literature classes in an inner city 
multicultural secondary school participated. The teacher taught both classes-an 
experimental and a control class. The experimental group was a class of Grade 9 
students with access to the discourse space, Knowledge Forum®, for writing 
narrative and expository texts, critiquing others’ texts, and exploring ideas. The 
control class did not have access to Knowledge Forum. Overall, discourse in the 
database resulted in improved literacy, a positive correlation between database 
activity and final grades, and to a more harmonious classroom culture.  

 
Keywords: literacy, dialogue, knowledge building 
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Abstract.  Exploring language development through using synchronous (real-
time) voice and chat technology will be the focus of this paper.  Researchers 
interviewed students, teaching assistants, and teachers of an online English as 
Second Language program based in Taiwan, using grounded theory to begin 
generating a theory of language learning using this new technology.  Students of 
all ages reported preferring the online environment because they were less fearful 
of speaking online due to the anonymity afforded by the technology.  Engaging 
article content motivated learners to interact with teachers and, as they became 
comfortable to interact collaboratively with each other.  The opportunity to speak 
English with native speakers enabled students to obtain the necessary fluency for 
business, school and travel.  

 
Keywords.  Synchronous communication, voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) 
technology, computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL), English as a 
Second Language (ESL) 
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Abstract.  A variety of models and methodologies for assessing learning 
outcomes in CSCL settings have been reported in the literature, most of which 
were developed either within the framework of assessing levels of critical 
thinking or phases in problem solving. These generally assess outcomes at the 
individual level though the learning context was clearly a social collaborative one. 
Recent studies on the characteristics of productive online collaborative discourse 
have identified features at the group/community level that cannot be sufficiently 
described at the individual level. Building on the theory of knowledge building 
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003) as a social intentional activity, this paper proposes 
a model of assessing learning in CSCL contexts as group/community outcomes 
with four inter-related but distinct dimensions: a social dynamic for sharing and 
open exploration, a progressive inquiry orientation, a socio-metacognitive 
orientation and a communal habit of mind. An application of the model is reported 
and the implication of the findings is discussed. 
 
Keywords: assessment, online discourse, knowledge building, self-directed 
learning, critical thinking 
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Abstract. We describe the design of a knowledge-building environment and 
examine the roles of knowledge-building portfolios in characterizing and 
scaffolding collaborative inquiry.  Three classes of Grade 9 students in Hong 
Kong used Knowledge Forum (KF) under several design conditions. Results 
showed (1) Students working on portfolios guided with knowledge building 
principles showed more participation, deeper inquiry and conceptual 
understanding than students working on KF only, or producing KF portfolios 
with no principles, (2) Students’ knowledge-building inquiry and discourse were 
related to their conceptual understanding,  and (3) Knowledge-building portfolios 
provided ways for identifying and characterizing collective knowledge advances 
in the community.   

 
Keywords: Knowledge building, assessment, portfolios, inquiry, computer 
discussion forums 
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Abstract. In the paper, we discuss the relation between ethnomethodologically 
inspired video analysis and curricular design. Often the relation between analysis 
and design is taken as a relation between descriptive and prescriptive accounts. 
Conceptualised in this way, ethnomethodology and curricular design is a world 
apart. With a focus on ethnomethodology’s take on analytical and normative 
questions, however, some ethnomethodological insights might play an interesting 
role in investigation as well as development of computer based learning 
environments. The discussion is structured around four analytical commitments: 
become vulgarly competent; be indifferent to formal analytic methods, not 
member concerns; focus on actions and immanent pedagogies, not learning; and, 
do hybrid studies. 

 
Keywords: Ethnomethodology, video analysis, conversation analysis, design 
experiments, methodology 
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Abstract. The goal of this comparative case study is to investigate how students 
collaboratively learn about complex systems with hypermedia. This study also 
investigates how the conceptual representation underlying the hypermedia 
influences students’ collaborative activities and knowledge co-construction. We 
use two different types of hypermedia to study the human respiratory system. One 
version of the hypermedia highlights the structural and the second version the 
functional-behavioral aspects of the human respiratory system. An in-depth 
analysis of two dyads, working on two versions of the hypermedia, will be 
presented in this paper.  
 
Keywords: Knowledge co-construction, conceptual representation, hypermedia 
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Abstract. Chat tools are an integral part of many collaborative e-learning 
environments. However, standard chat tools suffer from important coordination 
and coherence deficiencies. The solution proposed in this paper is a generic 
framework for building malleable structured chat applications. The paper 
discusses the approach and the main design decisions, emphasizing the 
importance of dynamic malleability in educational settings. 

 
Keywords: chat, structured chat, computer-mediated communication, process-
centric system,  generic framework, malleability, on line education,  cooperative 
learning 
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Abstract. In this paper we explore a new direction for pedagogical computer 
characters, which we believe will maximize students’ learning gains and 
enjoyment. To the traditional scenario where students interact primarily with a 
single coach or tutor character on-screen, we introduce the addition of both a 
social, animate colearner, and the student’s own avatar character. Variations of 
the colearner’s attributes, informed by research literature on human partners, are 
explored through an online testbed application of English language idioms. 
Results from an experimental study with 76 Japanese college students reveal that 
cooperative colearners have a positive impact on students’ performance and 
experience, as well as increasing perceptions of the character’s intelligence and 
credibility. Findings provide grounding for a fruitful new direction for 
pedagogical characters, where students learn alongside emotional companions.  

 
Keywords: Pedagogical computer characters, evaluation of computer characters, 
language learning, colearners. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe developmental and empirical steps we have 
taken toward providing Cognitive Tutoring to students within a collaborative 
software environment.  We have taken two important steps toward realizing this 
goal.  First, we have integrated a collaborative software tool, Cool Modes, with 
software designed to develop Cognitive Tutors (the Cognitive Tutor Authoring 
Tool).  Our initial integration does not provide tutoring per se but rather acts as a 
means to capture data that provides the beginnings of a tutor for collaboration. 
Second, we have performed an initial study in which dyads of students used our 
software to collaborate in solving a classification / composition problem. This 
study uncovered five dimensions of analysis that our approach must use to help us 
better understand student collaborative behavior and lead to the eventual 
development of a Cognitive Tutor for collaboration.  We discuss our plans to 
incorporate such analysis into our approach and to run further studies. 

 
Keywords: Collaborative learning, Cognitive Tutors, jigsaw design, spatial 
effects on problem solving 
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Abstract. The design of collaboration scripts is a new focus of research within the 
CSCL community. In order to support the design, communication, analysis, 
simulation and even execution of collaboration scripts, a general specification 
language to describe collaboration scripts is needed. In this paper, we analyse the 
suitability and limitations of IMS LD for modelling collaborative learning 
processes. Based on the analysis, we propose a CSCL scripting language. This 
paper presents the conceptual framework of this modelling language and the 
underlying design ideas. Furthermore, two developed CSCL script authoring tools 
are briefly described. Finally, we discuss potential types of usage and system 
support possibilities of CSCL scripts. 

 
Keywords: IMS LD, CSCL scripting language, CSCL script, CSCL script 
authoring tool 
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Abstract. In this study, we experimentally investigate collaborative scientific 
activities that are undertaken through a virtual space such as the Internet.  In such 
cases, a partner has two aspects: an imaginary partner with whom the problem 
solver seems to work together, and an actual partner with whom he/she actually 
works.  We design an experimental environment in which we can control the two 
factors independently.  The experimental result shows: (1) a bias appearing in 
human behavior, such as the positive test bias in hypothesis testing, was not 
influenced by the change of an actual partner; however (2) the degree of using 
information given by a partner, such as reference to a partner’s hypothesis, varied 
considerably with the change of an actual partner.  Neither phenomenon above 
depended on the type of imaginary partner.   
 
Keywords: Scientific discovery, Collaborative problem solving, Internet, 
Hypothesis testing 
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Abstract. This study describes a method of self-assessment for learners in a 
collaborative discussion. The authors propose a method of self-assessment in an 
online discussion and examine its effectiveness through the development and 
evaluation of a software program to visualize the discussion on a Bulletin Board 
System. The software, referred to as “i-Bee” (Bulletin board Enrollee Envisioner), 
can visually display the co-occurrence relation between keywords and learners. 
Thus, the i-Bee can display the content-wise contribution made by each learner to 
the discussion. In addition, the i-Bee can display the recent level of participation 
of each learner and the frequency of each keyword used by the learners. The i-Bee 
enables students to assess and reflect over their discussion, to understand the 
condition, and to reorganize their commitment in a discussion reflecting their 
learning activity.  

 
Keywords: Visualization, Self-assessment, Reflection, Online Discussion 
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Abstract. This paper describes the iterative design of a web-based collaborative 
workspace used in educational practice, called WebReports. The system’s unique 
feature is that it allows participants to discuss mathematical and scientific concepts 
using programmed animated and interactive models of their ideas. Rather than focusing 
on the specific features of the collaboration tool, we analyze it as part of a 
constructionist activity system. We describe the context in which the system was 
developed and used and compare our approach to previous research in the field. Further, 
we then present two scenarios which demonstrate the system in action. Following that, 
we attempt to map our cases to an activity theory framework. We highlight several 
issues in the process of the systems’ development, where the contradictions between the 
WebReports system and other elements in the activity system shaped its design, and 
comment on several issues which go beyond the activity theory framework. 

Keywords: Iterative design; Design experiment; Web-based collaboration; 
Constructionism; Activity Theory 
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Abstract. In Pfister & Mühlpfordt (2002) a study was presented showing that 
chat discussions with a strict turn order combined with the requirement to assign a 
type and an explicit reference to each message lead to a higher learning score than 
discussions in a normal chat or in a chat with strict turn order only. Due to the 
experimental design it was not possible to judge the role of explicit referencing. 
Now we present the "missing" data: The higher learning score can be explained 
just by the explicit referencing. We argue that this is an important design issue for 
chat applications, because it seems that explicit referencing leads to a more 
homogeneous discourse behavior (more homogeneous participation, more 
participation in parallel discussion threads) and a better grounding. A case study 
explored the use of the referencing function in a less restricted everyday 
collaborative situation. 

 
Keywords: CSCL, Chat, Referencing, Experimental Study, Case Study 
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Abstract. A web-based collaborative learning sites has the bulletin board system 
(BBS) and allow learners to interact, exchange information, engage in discussion, 
and collaborate on projects.  This paper outlines the development and evaluation 
of iTree, a Java mobile phone application that encourages learners to participate 
in online BBS forums.  In essence, the application reminds the students of their 
level of participation in a class BBS forum via an image on the wallpaper on their 
mobile phones.  Postings to the forum are represented as a tree, the growth of 
which reflects the learner's degree of participation. Our evaluation has shown that 
iTree encourages learners to engaging in forum exchange in a positive light.  
Many learners have come to regard iTree as a useful learning tool.. 

 
Keywords: Mobile phone,  e-learning, discussion, collaborative learning 
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Abstract. A number of studies indicate that project-based learning enhances a 
student’s motivation and in-depth understanding, while the CSCL environment 
promotes collaboration within the project. However, we know little about how 
teachers or curriculum designers should design a course utilizing the 
project-based learning approach according to real-world activities. In this study, 
we investigate an undergraduate cognitive science course that combines CSCL 
classroom activities with observational project activities in educational fields. As 
a result we identified three requirements of a project-based learning design to 
promote integration between classroom knowledge and authentic field activities: 
1) Parallel-structured course involving both disciplinary and project activities; 2) 
Reality of the project activities; and 3) accessibility of the project content. In the 
conclusion, we discuss how these findings should guide the development of 
CSCL-based, project-oriented courses. 
 
Keywords: Project-based learning, knowledge integration, teaching cognitive 
science  
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the theoretical framework for investigating 
facilitation acts of the tutor and the students in problem-solving groups as 
reciprocally congruent. We propose to broaden the scaffolding debate in 
collaborative teams towards the areas of students’ shared metacognitive and 
cognitive grounding acts. Similar tutor-supported and untutored science-related 
dilemma-solving activities in network-based synchronous mode were 
categorically analyzed and compared with respect to their scaffolding acts. We 
asked the question, whether there emerges the collaborative scaffolding situation 
in teams and how does tutor influence the peer scaffolding. Results indicated the 
presence of several scaffolding actors in collaborative teams. The nature of 
activity (tutored or untutored) had an influence on the practice of specific 
supportive acts by the tutor and the students. The various interrelations between 
student and tutor scaffolding acts must be considered when preparing the tutor 
support during problem solving.  

 
Keywords: collaborative scaffolding, synchronous learning, supporting dilemma 
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Abstract. New educational dynamics require new assessment strategies. In this 
article, three strategies for evaluating the collaboration of learners are presented 
and discussed: assessment of participation in conferences, assessment of 
competence and collaborative assessment. These strategies have been investigated 
in a course taught entirely at distance by the AulaNet, which supplies some 
mechanisms for the application of these new assessment strategies.  
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Abstract. The objective of this research is to reduce confusion in chat 
conversation, which is the main problem regarding the use of chat tools for 
holding online course debates. This problem is investigated using a Groupware 
Engineering approach. A number of successive versions of the Mediated Chat tool 
have been developed as part of this research. This research aims at producing an 
enhanced chat tool designed for educational debates through which a chat 
conversation could be followed more easily. 
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Abstract. The particular focus of this paper is on scripting collaboration in a 3-D 
virtual game environment intended to make learning more effective, but also take 
into account the risk of over-scripting learning. The empirical experiment eScape, 
which encourages learners to solve problems collaboratively, is also presented. 
This study attempts to find out whether the features of 3-D games can be used to 
create meaningful scripted collaborative learning environments. The results 
indicated that scripting persuaded student teams to enter into collaboration, but 
the actual processes varied.  
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Abstract. Mining data produced by students involved in communication through 
forum-like tools can help revealing aspects of their communication. In this paper 
we propose an approach to the construction of models to highlight structural 
properties of learning groups based on a relational perspective (analysis of chains 
of references) and the use of Social Network Analysis techniques. These models 
can be useful both for the tutor and the participants. We begin by introducing the 
overall approach, then we describe how the models are constructed and finally we 
present preliminary results from the integration of these ideas in a forum-type 
tool. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the concept and an empirical evaluation of the 
course “High-tech Entrepreneurship and New Media”. The course design is based 
on socio-cultural theories of learning and considers the role of social capital in 
entrepreneurial networks. By integrating student teams into the communities of 
practice of local start-ups, we offer learning opportunities to students, companies, 
and academia. The student teams are connected to each other and to their 
supervisors in academia and practice through a community-system. Moreover, the 
course is accompanied by a series of lectures and group discussions. In this paper 
we present empirical findings and reflect on changes in the design of the course 
which took place between its first and the second instantiation. These design 
changes were based on the empirical evaluation of the first course and a deeper 
analysis of the role of social capital. 
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Abstract. We present one component of a foundation for mobile, handheld 
device-supported collaborative learning (mCSCL), a design framework. Our 
design framework proposes that mediation can occur in two complementary 
layers, social (e.g. rules and roles) and technological. Further we suggest that for 
mCSCL, the technological layer has two components, representational mediation 
and networked mediation. A particular design challenge is achieving an effective 
allocation of supporting structure to each layer as well as simple, transparent flow 
between them.  
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to describe how four teachers in different 
cities in Missouri implemented an innovation cluster that paired an online technology 
with a problem-based unit design framework. The motivating principle for the study 
originated from prior research on teacher adoption of technology innovations and 
principles of professional development for educators. Using a multiple case study 
research method, the researchers collected and analyzed data to (1) understand how 
effectively the teachers implemented the unit while participating in online collaborative 
professional development and (2) identify cross-case issues that arose as the teachers 
collaboratively implemented the problem-based unit.  
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Abstract. The structure and organization of a learning environment has 
implications for how students organize their collaborative interactions and 
learning activities. Investigating how students understand and utilize the 
collaborative conditions in a learning environment is thus a key issue to obtain 
insight into how to improve the design of such environments. In this paper we 
identify how collaborative knowledge building is produced in distributed and co-
located interactions between students and discuss how this is related to the design 
of the learning environment.  

 
Keywords: Interaction analysis, distributed collaborative learning, inquiry 
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Abstract. In collaborative discovery learning students jointly perform experiments to test 
generated hypotheses with as a result the co-construction of knowledge by means of sharing 
knowledge and negotiating. In this study, we introduce the Collaborative Hypothesis Tool 
(CHT), which guided 15 of 25 dyads through the collaborative discovery learning process. 
The results show that working with the CHT can influence the use of communicative and 
discovery activities, which can lead to a better learning performance. Future research should 
be aimed at the stimulation of the use of the tool, since the learners did not use the tool very 
frequently. 

 
Keywords: Cognitive tools, Collaborative discovery learning, Communication, 
Discourse analysis 
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Abstract. The conventional lecture scenario implicates fundamental didactic 
problems due to a lack of interactivity and opportunity for feedback. In an 
interactive lecture, each student is equipped with a lightweight, mobile device that 
can be used to wirelessly interact with the lecturer during the lesson. This creates 
an additional channel of communication. In this paper, we present our experiences 
with this new scenario over the last three years. After discussing the benefits of 
interactive lectures, similar projects, and possible mobile devices, we introduce 
the software-toolkit used in our scenario and present a selection of results from 
over our six major studies.  

 
Keywords: interactive lectures, ubiquitous computing, wireless communication, 
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Abstract. The present paper describes the impact of learning in asynchronous 
discussion groups on students’ levels of knowledge construction. Multilevel 
analyses were applied to uncover the influence of student, group, and task 
variables and the specific impact of the assignment of roles. Results indicate that 
students’ attitude towards the learning environment and their engagement in the 
discussion group are significant predictors. No significant overall differences in 
students' mean levels of knowledge construction between the role and no role 
condition were observed. However, additional analyses revealed (1) that students 
in the role condition more often reached the highest level; and (2) that assigning 
students the role of summarizer resulted in significantly higher levels of 
knowledge construction. 
 

 
Keywords: CSCL, collaborative learning, asynchronous discussion groups, roles, 
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Abstract. This paper discusses the importance and difficulties of assessing 
interaction between students. To ease the detection of interaction in student 
groups, a metric is developed that can measure the level of interaction based on 
log file data. The metric is based on a spatial model and detects actions that take 
place in close spatial or temporal proximity. After providing a formal definition of 
the metric, an exploratory analysis of interaction in two different settings is 
reported to determine the feasibility of the measure: synchronous interaction in a 
collaborative puzzle game and asynchronous interaction in student groups that use 
the BSCW shared workspace system. 

 
Keywords: Log file analysis, Spatial models, Interaction awareness, Interaction 
assessment 
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Abstract. Lab courses are an integral part of higher education in engineering 
sciences. In this paper, we report about a blended learning approach for such 
courses in computer science education. We show how the project method for co-
located learning can be translated into a blended CSCL setting for a lab course on 
distributed software development, and how the resulting learning scenario can be 
supported with the collaborative virtual learning environment CURE. Experiences 
from the application of the educational approach in two courses indicate benefits 
but also highlight the need for further technical support. 

 
Keywords: CSCL, project method, blended learning, distributed lab courses, 
collaborative virtual learning environments, CURE. 
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Abstract. The goal of this study was to explore the dynamics of the 
formation and development of CSCL communities, which is believed to 
reflect, to a large extent, the interaction among learners. Two different types 
of CSCL communities (grade four students and teacher education) were 
investigated. The data representing note reading were analyzed from a non-
linear dynamical system perspective. The findings indicate that the grade four 
data are best described by an exponential model, and the teacher education 
data by an oscillatory model. We conclude that the method we discuss is 
potentially useful for understanding the development of reading practices in a 
CSCL community.  
 
Keywords: Knowledge building, development, non-linear dynamical system 
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Abstract. In this paper, we argue that this distinction between CSCL and HCI is 
based on a particular understanding of the relationship between humans and 
computers—and more generally between humans and their tools in activity 
systems. We draw on work by Shaffer and Kaput (1999), Clark (2003), and 
Latour (1996a; 1996b; 1996c) to conduct a thought experiment, extending the 
analytical reach of activity theory (Nardi, 1996b), mediated action (Wertsch, 
1998) and distributed cognition (Pea, 1993) by adopting a stronger form of the 
concepts of distribution and mediation in the context of cognitive activity. For 
rhetorical purposes, we posit this stronger form of the distribution of intelligence 
across persons and objects as a theory of distributed mind. Our purpose in 
describing a theory of distributed mind as an extension of (but not replacement 
for) extant sociocultural theories on this 10th anniversary of the International 
Conference on Computer Supported Collaborative Learning is to problematize for 
the field its current focus on human collaboration as supported by computers. We 
are concerned that a field focusing on the interactions of humans will overlook the 
ways in which meaningful cognitive (and therefore pedagogical) activity is 
distributed among human and non-human agents within activity systems. We 
argue that all computer-supported learning is fundamentally collaborative—
whether or not the computer is supporting the interaction of persons in the 
learning process. The consequences of such a move are a call for a tighter 
integration of the fields of CSCL and HCI, and a more powerful framework to 
help guide pedagogical choices in an age marked by rapid expansion of powerful 
cognitive technologies. 

 
Keywords: Sociocultural theories, activity systems, distributed mind, virtual 
culture 
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Abstract. The study examined the role of social presence in relation to students’ 
perception of online asynchronous learning. Specifically, this study (a) examined 
the magnitude of the relationship between students’ perceptions of social presence 
and their satisfaction with online class discussions, (b) investigated students’ 
online behaviors which contributed to their own projected social presence, and (c) 
explored factors influencing students’ perceptions of social presence, and the 
relationship between students’ perceptions of others and their own projected 
presence in online course discussions. The study closes by exploring the 
implications for its findings for learning and teaching in online asynchronous 
learning environments.  
 
Keywords: social presence, online communication, online learning community, 
web-based learning 
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Abstract. The purpose of the present study is to provide instructional methods 
for collaborative learning in computer-supported learning environments which 
would be useful information for CSCL researchers, instructional designers, and 
online instructors. Although several researchers have provided instructional 
design theories and guidelines for collaborative learning in traditional classroom 
environments, there are a few instructional design studies developed specifically 
for collaboration in online learning environments. This study critically reviewed 
and analyzed ten case studies to identify instructional goals, methods, 
effectiveness, and conditions of collaborative online learning. Twenty-three 
methods identified from the synthesis and comparison of cases were grouped 
into five categories representing commonalities: a) grouping, b) collaborative 
tasks, c) team-building, d) computer-mediated communication, and e) instructor. 
It appeared that while some methods are equally important for both face-to-face 
and computer-supported learning environments, instructional methods related to 
group composition, synchronous interaction, and communication modes are 
particularly critical for collaborative online learning. 
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Abstract. A group of 9 graduate students and one faculty member formed an 
extra-curricular study group to explore the social nature of online learning. 
Following a review of literature and adopting Strauss’s (1993) framework for 
coming to understand social activity, the group collected and analyzed interview 
reports of experiences of social learning and online systems. The results include 
five categories of responses: 1) task engagement, 2) social engagement, 3) 
environment engagement, 4) goal or motivation and 5) role of expert. The paper 
presents the positive and negative statements about social engagement and the 
role of expert in gaming and learning experiences and in online and face-to-face 
experiences.  

 
Keywords: online learning, face-to-face learning, networked multiplayer games, 
social engagement, role of the expert  
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Abstract: In CSCL research, the collaborative process – the way people 
collaborate while working on tasks and learning – is of central 
importance. Instructional measures are being developed to improve the 
quality of the collaboration which itself determines to a great extent the 
results of working and learning in groups. However, assessing 
collaborative process is not easy. We have developed a new assessment 
method by quantitatively rating nine qualitatively defined characteristic 
dimensions of collaboration. In this paper, we first describe how these 
dimensions were extracted from video-recordings of dyads collaborating 
to solve interdisciplinary tasks. Then we explain how the resulting rating 
system was applied to and tested on another sample. Based on positive 
findings from this application, we argue that the new method can be 
recommended for different areas of CSCL research. 
 
Keywords: Collaborative Process, Assessment Method, Rating System, 
Videoconferencing, Cognitive Dimensions, Affective Dimensions 
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Abstract. CSCL faces the challenge of not only designing educational 
technologies and interventions, but of inventing analytic methodologies and 
theoretical frameworks appropriate to the unique character of collaborative 
learning as an interactional group accomplishment. This paper argues that 
thinking in CSCL settings should be primarily analyzed at the small-group unit of 
analysis, where contributions coming from individual interpretive perspectives are 
interwoven into group cognition. The collaborative discourse is the agent of 
knowledge building that requires computer support and curriculum design. Groups 
can think; with the help of CSCL in the next decade, they may be able to 
overcome the limitations of the individual mind. 

 
Keywords: agency, shared knowledge, intersubjectivity, dialogism, group 
cognition, discourse, AI, emergence, Turing, Searle, Dreyfus 
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Abstract. In this paper a course concept based on collaborative construction of 
hypervideos is presented. The course concept integrates a) hypervideo technology 
development, b) research on learning with hypervideo systems, and c) the 
application of research on knowledge acquisition by writing texts or hypertexts to 
hypervideos. We demonstrate how collaborative construction of hypervideo can 
support knowledge transforming processes (see Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; 
Stahl & Bromme, 2004) in university courses of psychology students. In the first 
part of the paper a hypervideo system that enables collaborative design activities 
by users is discussed. Afterwards the course concept is presented in detail. 
Evaluation results are consistent with our assumptions. The course concept 
showed to be successful and well appreciated by the students. 

 
Keywords: Collaborative hypervideo design, knowledge transforming, 
hypervideo.  
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Abstract. In this paper, two studies are reported on the effect of functional roles 
on computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) in higher education – the 
second is a replication of the first. Prescribed functional roles were implemented 
in half of all groups during a project-based course in higher education. All 
communication was via e-mail. Analysis of Likert-scale evaluation questionnaires 
gathered in both studies revealed a latent variable ‘perceived group efficiency’ 
(PGE) which – depending on the level of constraints set by preconditions – 
appears to increase the awareness (Study 1) or the level of efficiency (Study 2). 
However, Likert-scales provide a surface level analysis of actual behaviour and 
no insight in the collaborative process. Hence, the e-mail communication was 
investigated with two content analysis procedures: content analysis of the type of 
communicative statements and analysis of the role behaviours performed in role 
and nonrole groups. Results from both studies reveal that significantly more 
statements are focused on coordination in role groups. In addition, analysis of role 
behaviour reveals that students in role groups perform significantly more 
according to the functional roles than their counterparts in nonrole groups, 
although spontaneous role behaviour emerged in nonrole groups as well. 

 
Keywords: roles, coordination, collaboration, computer-mediated 
communication, triangulation 
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to investigate patterns of peer 
interactions and to identify the relationships of peer interactions with learner 
characteristics and learning outcome in community-based learning. The 
participants were 24 middle school students joined in an online learning 
community for a week. Two patterns of peer interactions such as in-degree and 
out-degree centrality were identified. Students with high intra-personal or verbal-
linguistic intelligence were related to high in-degree centrality, while students 
with high interpersonal intelligence or prior knowledge were related to high out-
degree centrality. That means “self smart” or “word smart” students were popular 
and played knowledge broker’s roles in their community. On the other hand, 
“social smart” students or “high prior knowledge” students were open and 
friendly activators and delivered vast information. Moreover, higher peer 
interactions were related to better learning outcome. These results indicated that 
peer interactions were important intervening variables to enhance learning effect. 
  
Keywords: Community-based learning, peer interaction, learner characteristics, 
social network analysis 
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Abstract. After a brief survey of epistemologies of collaborative learning and 
forms of computer support for that learning, the study of technology affordances 
for intersubjective learning is proposed as a thematic agenda for CSCL. A fusion 
of experimental, ethnomethodological and design methodologies is proposed in 
support of this agenda. A working definition of intersubjective learning as joint 
composition of interpretations of a dynamically evolving context is provided, 
along with an outline for analysis under this definition.  

 
Keywords: CSCL research agenda, interactional practices, representational 
guidance  
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Abstract. This paper describes findings from a pilot study that compared the 
collaborative use by children of three different media formats: a paper book, a 
CD-ROM in a standard PC set-up, and a paper booklet augmented with digital 
content. These findings show how the book’s ergonomics provide a flexible and 
easily accessible interface which engenders fluid collaboration between pairs of 
children. These qualities are also observed when children work with the 
augmented paper booklet. The value of digital content is demonstrated in a 
participatory design activity, where we find how digital media can ‘bring to life’ 
the information presented on paper. In contrast to developments focused narrowly 
on new technologies, this study presents evidence for the use and value of paper, 
and paper augmented with digital media, in educational settings. 
 
Keywords: Collaboration, children, computers in education, tangible interfaces, 
augmented paper 
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Abstract. This paper describes a multi-user interactive installation featuring real 
time animated creatures and a mobile interaction paradigm.  This paradigm has 
been designed to serve as a platform for education in a variety of content 
domains.  Drawing on previous research in mobile computing and animated 
educational systems, this project contributes a novel metaphor for interactions 
among real and virtual creatures and worlds. This “Land/Water” metaphor offers 
that virtual space is like land for virtual creatures, and real space is like water for 
them.  The interaction paradigm involves groups of animated creatures that live 
on desktop screens, and may be transported from screen to screen by means of 
mobile Tablet PCs carried by human participants. This paper presents a working 
implementation of this paradigm and describes its use as an educational tool. 

 
Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction, Handheld/Mobile Devices, Virtual/3D 
Environments, Participatory Simulations 
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Abstract. Efficient learning with cases requires discussion on the facts of the case 
as well as on their meaning. We investigated the focus (factual vs. abstract) of a 
case-based learning discussion when video was added to a chat-based learning 
system. Students whose first experience includes high-quality video, focus 
significantly more on abstract knowledge than students first exposed to chat-only 
or chat + low-quality video. We also found that these students expressed a 
preference for face-to-face discussion. We conclude that video may improve 
learning where discussions on abstract and concrete knowledge are important.  

 
Keywords: case-based CSCL, video, eye tracking, dialogue analysis, non-verbal 
communication  
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Abstract. The authors combine their experiences in three independent studies of 
informal learning in the contexts of the workplace, school and leisure. They 
uncover aspects of collaborative work, learning and play involving the use of 
different learning and teaching techniques, and supported by appropriations of the 
regular use of the applications. The importance of play, both for application 
learning and innovative use in different settings, including the workplace, is 
examined. The implications of explicitly supporting ad hoc collaborative 
approaches to learning how to use a computer application are explored.  

 
Keywords: collaborative help-giving, informal learning, workplace learning, 
play, CSCW 
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Abstract. We explore the use of collaborative summary notes in Knowledge 
Forum™ (KF) as a way to capture the distributed nature of knowledge advances 
among groups of students building knowledge together. The purpose of this 
exploration is to develop assessments that can be used for scaffolding the 
discourse and promoting ideas within the community, as well as for evaluation. 
The unit of analysis was the group on KF. Students in two high school classes 
collaborated on a progressive inquiry exploring aspects of a recent SARS 
outbreak and some related topics. They were asked to write collaborative, co-
authored, summary notes to make the nature and importance of the knowledge 
advances they achieved clear for their peers. The findings indicate that note 
ratings were positively related to the number of co-authors and the number of 
views (different discussion spaces) in which students had worked. 
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Abstract. This paper reviews the literature linking information and 
communications technology (ICT) to teaching thinking skills and advocates a 
dialogic framework which has implications for practice. The computer supported 
collaborative learning (CSCL) movement is critiqued for not always taking into 
account the radical implications of the concept of ‘dialogic’ which is the idea that 
meaning-making requires the inter-animation of more than one perspective. It is 
argued that dialogue and dialogic is the key to ‘learning to learn’ and other higher 
order thinking skills and that the unique features of ICT particularly suit it to 
inducting learners into learning dialogues and to the deepening and broadening of 
dialogues as an end in itself.  
Keywords: Affordances; CSCL; Creativity; Dialogic; Learning to learn; Thinking 
skills. 
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Abstract. Learners rarely know how to construct knowledge together in 
argumentation. This experimental study analyzes two computer-supported 
collaboration scripts, which should facilitate processes and outcomes of 
argumentative knowledge construction. One script aims to support the 
construction of single arguments and the other script aims to support the 
construction of argumentation sequences. Both scripts were varied independently 
in a 2×2-factorial design. 120 students of Educational Science participated in the 
study in groups of three. Results show that the computer-supported scripts 
facilitate specific processes and outcomes of argumentative knowledge 
construction. Learners with scripts argued better and acquired more knowledge on 
argumentation than learners without scripts without impeding acquisition of 
domain specific knowledge. 

 
Keywords: argumentative knowledge construction, computer-supported 
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Abstract. It is proposed and outlined in this paper on how to investigate the 
macroscopic features of those large-size social networks formed in web-based 
discussion forums. Some preliminary results on the pattern of the distribution of 
replies for individual topics, views for individual topics and co-discussants of 
individual participants will be presented.  The present results will be compared 
with those found in other areas of large-size social networks and the significances 
and future work on those macroscopic properties of social networks for better 
understanding of computer-supported collaborative learning will be discussed.  
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Abstract. Narrative analysis has both research and pedagogical advantages for use in 
CSCL. Narrative theory provides multidisciplinary perspectives and methods from 
diverse fields. Stories are a way of thinking, making meaning, and showing 
constructivism in action. This paper discusses the advantages of narrative analysis 
for interpreting online discourse; presents features, methodological challenges, and 
procedures; and presents some findings from a case study of online learning. 
Narrative analysis uses both text and online “talk” to construct a holistic view of the 
learning experience involving cognition, affect, and interaction. 
 
Keywords: Narrative analysis, co-construction of knowledge, co-reflection, action 
research, affective domain, distance learning, wiki 
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to characterize two new advanced video 
technology software systems developed for uses in collaborative learning (DIVER 
and HyperVideo), and how they extend the paradigms of video use in classrooms 
today. The rationale for and characteristics of these tools are described, and early 
experiences with their educational uses are characterized. 

 
Keywords: Cognitive tools, advanced video technologies in school education, 
teacher education, collaborative knowledge construction 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe how embodied action, in the form of pointing 
and other gestures, and personal and spatial indexicals are used to constitute 
participation frameworks and work sites in an instructional surgery. As a site for 
both learning and work, the operating room afforded us the opportunity to 
examine how usability, which is a critical design consideration, can be used as a 
resource for learning in interaction. In our detailed analysis of the interaction 
among participants (both co-present and projected) we sought to describe a 
particular case of how usability was achieved as a relevant consideration for 
surgical education in the operating room. In doing so, we demonstrate a set of 
members’ methods by which actors establish and provide for the relevance of the 
projected needs of projected users as part of developing an understanding of their 
current activity. 
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Abstract. Quasi-synchronous chat consists of the production and posting of text 
messages in an online environment. It differs from face-to-face talk-in-interaction 
in a number of important ways that are significant for participants in the chats and 
methodologically in terms of the way analysis can be conducted and the kinds of 
analytical claims that can be made. The perspective adopted in this paper is that 
chat interaction can be considered the computer-mediated production and reading 
of texts-in-interaction. However, since the production of a posted text is usually 
not available to anyone but the author of that text, I am not concerned with the 
production of posted texts. Rather, I am concerned with the way texts, as 
produced artifacts, are organized to be read by recipients. In particular, I consider 
ways in which quasi-synchronous chat postings provide instruction in their design 
for how they are to be read by recipients of these postings. 

 
Keywords: Quasi-synchronous online chats, reading, interaction, collaboration, 
conjoint participation 
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Abstract. Two methods for fostering collaborative behavior are compared: a 
feedback-mechanism to scaffold collaborative behavior, and use of distributed 
learning resources. Based on recent research on what constitutes effective 
collaboration behavior, we developed a coding scheme to categorize learner-
learner interaction as collaboration. In a collaboration environment for learner 
dyads specifically implemented to test our hypotheses, a human observer 
identified, in parallel with students’ interactions, instances of real collaboration, 
and gave online feedback. In the same two-factorial design, we varied the 
resources available to the partners. The influence of these interventions on 
outcomes related to knowledge acquisition, problem-solving, group climate and 
collaborative behavior was tested. Results suggest there are benefits in providing 
a feedback approach in fostering collaboration and enhancing problem-solving 
quality.  
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